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Description: Chloe the croc is fed up eating her normal food and wants to try something

different. After finding the new food she can’t get hold of it herself. See what happens when

Chloe climbs trees and find out who helps her overcome the problem.A funny, adventurous

book for children 3-8 years old. I dare you not to laugh at what happens.You and your kids will

instantly enjoy the story and colour illustrations. You'll definitely want to purchase the

Paperback when you've seen this Ebook. Click on the ORANGE BUY NOW button so you can

download and read this action adventure story for kids. How many hidden crocodiles can you

find in the drawings?Perfect for classroom, bedtime and personal reading.

Book DescriptionThis fresh take on ancient civilizations links inventions from the distant past

with their modern applications; A unique presentation of history with direct connections to

STEAM topics; Written with kids' interests in mind, bringing ancient history alive in a fun and

meaningful way; At-level content for middle grades. --This text refers to the library edition.About

the AuthorClaire Throp has worked in publishing for over 20 years. She has written children's

nonfiction books on a range of subjects, including sport, history, and wildlife. --This text refers

to the library edition.
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   This JJ book belongs to:   -------------------------------   Happy Reading

Thank you for choosing this book. PLEASE WRITE A REVIEWIf you enjoy

"Chloe's New Dinner," please take a moment to leave a review online. It will help other parents

and children discover the story. And, it would be great, if you could tell someone you enjoyed

the book :) :) Thank you Jerzy Jones Follow Jerzy Jones on the link below: https://

www.jerzyjones.com "Chloe's New Dinner" by

Jerzy JonesAcknowledgements: Thanks to All who helped me on this project including Sarah

Lindsey Hayes and Lisa Bridgeman.Illustrations: zosh_designerIf you can't find the hidden

crocodiles (7 in total), then, for a limited time, get your parents or an adult to send an email to

jerzy@jerzyjones.com and I'll reply telling you where they are.Copyright 2021 Jerzy JonesAll

rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced in any form or by any means,

including scanning, photocopying, or otherwise without the written permission of the copyright

holder, except for brief quotations embodied in critical reviews and certain other non-

commercial uses permitted under copyright law.First printing 2021

CHLOE'S NEW DINNER by Jerzy Jones "I'm fed

up eating the same food." Chloe the Crocodile said to her friend. "Why?' Said Mia. "Our food's

lovely." They were lying on a muddy mud bank by the side of the river with some mates. "I

want to try something different instead of meat and fish," Chloe said.

"All this talk of food is making me hungry," said Mia, jumping into the water. "I'll see you

later."   "Will do," Chloe said. 

Chloe wandered along the riverbank. STOMP! STOMP! She hadn't gone far when she

came to a group of trees where monkeys were eating fruit hanging from the branches. Some

fruit had fallen to the ground.   Something FELL by Chloe's side.

Looking up, another fruit fell from the tree. Instantly, she jumped and caught it in her mouth.

 SNAP! MUNCH!   "That was nice."
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Bevan, “Another Fantastic Kids Book From Jerzy Jones. It’s always exciting to read another

book by Jerzy Jones. And my kids absolutely loved this one too! Fun story with great
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illustrations too. Highly recommend!”

The book by Jerzy Jones has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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